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2The data
● Freshwater quality measurement data
● Lakes, rivers
● Weather conditions, chemical data, biodata
● Range of collection methods
● Automated buoys: samples every 15 minutes
● Manual collection
● Manually processed
● Error correction
● Quality control information
● For a specific research project or as part of ongoing monitoring
3The goals
● Publish datasets (funder mandate)
● LERNZ project at the University of Waikato
● Other researchers (universities / CRIs)
● Regional government
● Citizen science?
● Link datasets ↔publications
● Persistent identifiers
● Allow re-mixing of datasets
4Our approach: Customised DSpace
Use what's there
● Repository interface
● Workflow
Customise where needed
● Submission steps
● Workflow actions
● Backend
● Discovery & Access
5Customised submission steps
6
7Generating the template
Apache POI XSSF
8Submission rating
9Customised workflow actions
10
Extending the standard
DSpace workflow
● Add extra information
● Show rating + reasoning to reviewer
● Add extra actions
● Allow reviewer to deactivate some of the checks
● Potentially remove some default actions
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Customised item                           
representation                           
● DSpace item: metadata + 
bitstreams
● LERNZdb item:
● Structured metadata in XML 
bitstream
● Subset of XML bitstream 
copied to DSpace metadata
– in custom namespace
● Other bitstreams
– Excel file
– Raw data files (optional)
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Customised access & dissemination
13
Customised discovery & access
● Find datasets by
● water body, time period
● variables, quality control info
● Stored in item metadata  can just configure →
Discovery, DSpace browse as needed
● Item pages
● XMLUI  already set up for XSL processing→
● can include information from metadata XML
14
Looking ahead: extract datapoints
● Extract individual datapoints (rows) from dataset
● Normalise units of measurements
● Allow creation of re-mixed datasets
● Treated just like first-generation datasets(?)
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Open questions
● Cross-linking datasets & publications
● Datapoint backend
● Storage
● Querying
● “Real” controlled vocabularies
● Machine interfaces
● OAI-PMH / OAI-ORE
● Geospatial data standards?
● “Soft” issues
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